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The Current LARGE CAP
State of Play
in Director
Remuneration
By
JON ROBINSON

MID CAP

Director remuneration correlates to
company size. In larger companies,
non-executive director fees have
risen more in the last two years, and
executive directors receive more in
long-term incentive compensation.
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anaging remuneration requires
an objective perspective on
market practices. This article
provides an analysis of market
practices for director remuneration
based on disclosures of director
remuneration from over 250 companies for years
ending before April 2017.

(S$300 million-S$1 billion) and Small Caps
(S$100 million-S$300 million).

From the data, it is clear that larger companies
pay higher fees in total and per director. With
this in mind, the analysis looks at companies
in three market capitalisation size groups:
Large Caps (above S$1 billion), Mid Caps

Whilst companies do not generally compete for
NEDs on a monetary basis, they need to make
sure that directors’ remuneration is set at a level
that is fair and commensurates with the role,
responsibilities and the expected work load.

There is, of course, a significant difference between
executive director (ED) and non-executive director
(NED) fees and so these two groups are considered
separately.

Total NED Fees

Total Fees Paid to All NEDs
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Legend: U = Upper Quartile

M = Median

L = Lower Quartile
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The Total Fees paid to NEDs give an indication
of the overall cost of governance. Shareholders,
who approve this total, should seek to determine
whether the amounts are reasonable when
compared to the complexity of the company. For
example, regulated financial service companies
require high levels of director involvement and
fees are correspondingly higher.
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Individual NED Fee

While the Total Fees statistics are interesting from
a shareholder perspective, an individual director
would want to have an idea of what his or her
peers are paid. This is shown below.
When comparing these fee levels to those from
two years ago, I found that the fee levels have not
significantly changed in the Mid Caps and Small
Caps categories. However, overall, Large Caps
have significantly increased fees over the last
two years, with average fee increases by 12 per
cent for lower quartile, nine per cent for median,
and 24 per cent for upper quartile.

The number of companies that ask for advance
shareholder approval has increased over recent
years. Some 42 per cent now put forward an
AGM resolution requesting payment of fees,
typically quarterly, in the coming year.

Average Individual NED Fees
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Fees have generally increased following the
implementation of the Code of Corporate
Governance in 2012. Perhaps, with changes
to the Code underway, there could be increased
directors’ responsibilities and another rise
in fees.
While the prevalence of awards of options or
shares to NEDs remain low (less than 10 per cent
of companies do so), there has been an increasing
practice of paying a portion of the director fees in

the form of shares. For example, companies will
define the fees payable, pay 70 per cent in cash
and issue shares equivalent to the value of the
remaining 30 per cent.
Shares are but one form of non-cash benefits. It is
important for companies to declare other noncash (e.g. payments in kind) benefits of a director.
There must also be standalone resolutions for
director fees (see box, “Director’s emoluments
under Companies Act”).

Director’s Emoluments under the Companies Act
Singapore, any contribution paid in respect of
a director under any pension scheme and any
benefits received by him otherwise than in
cash in respect of his services as director.”.
Emoluments therefore include not only cash,
but also non-cash benefits to be received by
a director in respect of his office (e.g. share,
options, preferential rights to real estate,
and payments in kind).

Under the law,
a company may
provide or improve
emoluments for
a director in respect of his office only if
such provision is approved by a standalone
resolution passed by the general meeting
of the company. This is provided for under
section 169(1) of the Companies Act.

The resolution to approve the provision or
improvement of the emoluments must be
standalone, otherwise the resolution will
be void. For example, a resolution that is
purportedly passed to approve directors’
emoluments as well as the payment of a
dividend by the company would be voided.
Companies should comply with Section
169 of the Companies Act in providing for
directors’ emoluments.

“Emoluments” to a director are defined
under Section 169(2) of the Companies Act
to include “fees and percentages, any sums
paid by way of expenses allowance in so far
as those sums are charged to income tax in
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NED Base and Role Fees

Most companies pay different levels of fees for
different board and committee roles. However,
not all companies that do so disclose details of
these fees.
The table “Base Fees for NEDs” shows the fee
structure in terms of a defined base fee (including
the value of shares if given) for the different sizes
of companies.
The table “Role Fees for NEDs” shows the
additional fees for different roles as a multiple of
the base fee.
Some observations on base and role fees:
• Some larger companies have changed to paying
their non-executive chairs a single fee to cover
all responsibilities. This “all-in-one” fee has also
been significantly increased from prior levels to
recognise that the board chair of a large company

needs to make a substantial time commitment
to his or her role. These increases to the chair
fee also go some way to explaining the general
rise in average NED fees for larger companies.
• Those companies with a lead independent
director (Lead ID) are now generally defining
a fee for the role.
• The audit committee fees are the highest
reflecting the responsibilities and workload
of this committee. Those companies that have
a separate board risk committee often pay
similar fee levels, especially in the financial
services industry.
• The fees for the remuneration committee have
edged a little ahead of the nomination committee.
The practice of paying meeting fees is diminishing
with only 10 per cent of companies disclosing such
fees. Further, such fees are becoming more focused
on specific scenarios, like ad-hoc meetings and
required travel.

Base Fees for NEDs

Large Cap

Mid Cap

Small Cap

50%

23%

16%

S$73,500

S$43,500

S$37,500

% Disclosed
Median Base Fee (S$)
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Role Fees for NEDs
Roles

Multiple of Base Fees
Lower Quartile

Median

Upper Quartile

1. Addition for Board Chair

86%

100%

359%

2. Addition for Lead ID

17%

20%

27%

3. Addition for Audit Committee
a. Chair
b. Member

50%
25%

67%
37%

73%
40%

4. Addition for Remuneration Committee
a. Chair
b. Member

21%
13%

33%
20%

45%
25%

5. Addition for Nominating Committee
a. Chair
b. Member

23%
13%

32%
20%

40%
22%

6. Addition for Board Risk Committee
a. Chair
b. Member

39%
23%

50%
29%

65%
40%
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Executive Director Pay Levels and Components
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ED Pay Mix
Other
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ED Pay Disclosures

Long-term incentives are generally synonymous
with equity-based payments: stock options,
performance share plans (where ownership is
conditional on meeting performance targets), and
restricted share plans (where ownership is based
on the passage of time).

Like NED fees, ED remuneration is also closely
correlated to company size. The chart “Executive
Director Pay Levels and Components” show
the components of ED remuneration and their
amounts, and the chart “ED Pay Mix” shows the
relative proportion of these components, for the
different sizes of companies.

Many of the top executives of smaller companies
are controlling shareholders and it can be argued
that providing additional shares is not motivational
and also can be difficult as it usually requires
specific shareholder approvals.

Whilst disclosures of executive director (ED)
pay have improved over recent years, it is
disappointing that some companies are still not
willing to disclose any meaningful information
about their EDs' remuneration.

Some observations on the ED pay charts:
• Size correlates to total remuneration. The lower
quartile level in Large Caps is broadly the same
as the median level in Mid Caps and the upper
quartile level in Small Caps at around S$1 million.
• Base salaries are rarely above S$1 million, even
among the Large Caps.
• The proportion of pay in short-term incentives
is much higher in Large Caps.
• Few companies provide their EDs with separate
directors' fees. Only 17 per cent continue this
practice.
• Almost half (44 per cent) of Large Caps –
compared to only 12 per cent of Mid Caps and
Small Caps – provide their executives with
some form of long-term incentives.

Setting executive pay is a process that is simple in
theory. It needs to be set at a level that is sufficient
to attract and then retain the right person in the
executive role and to provide incentives such that
their actions create and sustain shareholder value.
In practice, though, a high level of considered
judgement is needed to balance costs and risks
with shareholders’ and executives’ interests.
Market information provides a first level of
objective data. More detailed information and
a deep understanding of the remuneration
environment are critical in achieving the right
balance for each company and their executives.
Jon Robinson is Managing Director of Robinson
Consulting Pte Ltd. He is a strategic consultant of
Mercer where he was formerly ASEAN Executive
Rewards Leader.
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